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2014 Angling Regulations
The
recreational
angling season
for trout
officially
opened on
April 15th and
will close on
September
15th. Angling
was permitted in all watersheds with the
exception of Souris River, which has special
regulations. Souris River, apart from New
Harmony Pond, opened on May 15th. The
section of the east branch, upstream from
Souris Line Road will remain closed for the
entire season.
Creel surveys have indicated trout landings
have been on par with previous years,
although they didn’t start biting until later
with the colder temperatures. On opening
day, many anglers were casting on or over ice
flows, which had not occurred in recent
years. Brook trout were the most common
fish caught along with reports of Atlantic
salmon landed, which of course were
released, as per regulations.
The 2014 season saw the introduction of new
regulations to ensure the conservation of
native species, in particular the Atlantic

salmon. For the month of May, North Lake
Creek, Naufrage River & Cross River had gear
restrictions to reduce the mortality of salmon
smolts as they migrate to sea. With high
spawning activity in 2011, it was anticipated
this spring would mark one of the largest
migrations to sea in recent years. Anglers
were required to use single barbless fly or
lure, and if bait fishing, using a circle hook
instead of the traditional “J” hook.
Marked by the popularity of the 2013
extended season for Rainbow trout in Souris
River, the current regulations will see this
extended season reopen in Souris River and
extended to Fortune River. The season opens
September 16th until October 31st. Angling
will be permitted in the Souris River in the
section of the main river downstream form
the Gowan Brae Bridge (Route 358) and in
Fortune River downstream from the Fortune
River Road. Last years extended season
attracted anglers from all over PEI gathering
at Gowan Brae to land the “big one”, share
fish tales and enjoy the comradery of other
anglers. We anticipate the 2014 extended
season to be just as, or even more popular.
Another exciting development is the
possibility of a catch and release Atlantic
salmon angling season on sections of North
Lake Creek, Naufrage River and Cross River
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in 2015. A recent report on the “State of
North American Atlantic Salmon Populations
2014” indicated there are four rivers
exceeding conservation requirements for
Atlantic salmon on Prince Edward, based on
spawning assessments. These four rivers are
all within our management area and include
North Lake Creek, Naufrage River, Cross
River & Priest Pond Creek. Atlantic salmon
appear to be making a strong return in many
of our watersheds, in part due to the habitat
enhancement projects completed by our
organization.
Be sure to consult your Angling Summary for
the complete regulations for the 2014

season.
Anglers Jack Campbell & Drew Chapman landed a
Rainbow trout at Gown Brae
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Educational Opportunities:
Presentations & Field Trips
This spring we visited classrooms giving
presentations followed by field trips to
bring environmental awareness on local
issues and projects to the youth in our
community. We welcome any opportunity
to educate young community members to
become responsible stewards of the
environment to ensure its pristine nature
remains for generations to come. Much of
the information communicated in the
classroom was further emphasized when
the students were able to work in the
field to see some of the projects first
hand. We look forward to visiting
classrooms again in the fall.

Watersheds: Using Souris River as a model
(Grade 7 & 8)
The students were introduced to watershed
management using the Souris River watershed to
focus on current research and projects relating to
habitat enhancement, land use management, and
sustaining fish stocks.
The students visited Gowan Brae to explore the
salt marsh. This history of the Gowan Brae
“cheese factory” and the early shipbuilding era
were highlighted. The students saw successful
examples of brush matting as they gathered in
an area that was once water before these brush
mats established a stable stream bank. The
Grade 7 students finished the morning with a
beach siene to explore the marine community
and the Grade 8 students helped to remove a
blockage in the stream. Both classes helped to
haul boughs to the base of the salt marsh for
repairs to be made later this summer.
Souris River & Beach Clean Up (Grade 6)
Each spring, under the leadership of teacher
Graham Townshend, we are assisted by the
Grade 6 students to clean garbage along both
sides of the Souris Causeway and the Souris
beach. As bags were filled, they were placed
along the road for the Town of Souris

Maintenance staff to dispose of. Over 40 bags
were filled with coffee cups, and food
containers and wrappers, being among the
most common items. We kindly remind
everyone to properly dispose of their waste as
our natural areas are far too sensitive to be
damaged by senseless littering.
Local Erosion Issues (Grade 4)
An in class presentation was delivered to Grade
4 students to highlight erosions issues in the
Souris area. The students had just completed a
unit on erosion so providing relatable examples
should help to reinforce these issues. East Point
and Little Harbor have erosion monitoring
stations which are surveyed annually. These
examples, as well as pictures showing wind,
soil, water and coastal erosion were presented,
many taken near the homes of many of the
students.
Basin Head: A Research Oasis (Grade 8)
Basin Head was designated a Marine Protected
Area in 2005 due to a unique strain of Irish moss
that is known to exist nowhere else in the
world. Continual monitoring and research
projects center around the moss and the
ecosystem that supports it. The students were
introduced to the scientific research and

monitoring projects in Basin Head, as most only
associate with the recreational and tourism
aspects.
Electro Fishing Demonstration (Grade 6)
The Grade 6 students raised trout in their
classroom this winter to learn about the life
cycle of these salmonids. We had hoped to
release the trout in North Lake Creek but
permits were not approved before the school
year ended. To reinforce the life cycle stages of
native fish species and observe fish in their
natural habitat, the students took part in an
electro fishing demonstration in North Lake
Creek.
PEI Freshwater Fisheries Biologist Rosie
MacFarlane joined us to lead the surveys. She
taught the students about the life cycle of
native species, particularly the Atlantic salmon,
highlighting its great migration from the exact
location we were standing in North Lake Creek,
as far as Greenland, and back to North Lake to
spawn. We were able to catch Brook trout and
Atlantic salmon parr to show the students how
to properly identify these fish.
Following the demonstration, Fred Cheverie led
the students on a guided walk in the woods to
teach tree identification.
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Update: Sand Dune Pilot Project at Souris Beach
In 2011, in partnership with the Town of Souris, a series of wooden fences were installed along the
shoreline of the Souris beach in an attempt to mitigate sand dune retreat. Anchored by steel stakes,
the wooden fences were designed to build upon the existing dune framework by catching and
holding sand.
The fences were installed at 30º angles to take advantage of the prevailing westerly winds and
parallel to the shoreline in areas where there is not enough beach to accommodate the angling at
high tide. Some fences were fitted with spruce boughs tied on the backside or intertwined between
the wooden laths, with boughs lying flat on the sand directly behind the fences or simply the fences
alone, to experiment with varying catch methods.

2011 The fences on the west end of the
beach after they were installed

Over the winter, ice scouring damaged many of the fences. The steel anchors were bent and many
of the wooden lathes were cracked. In some cases, the entire fence toppled. Staff made the
necessary repairs by replacing the wooden laths and straightening the steel posts to ensure these
remain functional and aesthetically pleasing.
The rate of accumulation of sand has exceeded our expectations. At the west end of the beach,
where tidal actions are not as much of a factor, we are noting the largest accumulation with many
sections of fences almost completely buried. Fences fitted with boughs proved to be more
successful in catching sand, as was expected. In many areas, large patches of marram grasses have
established which helps with holding the sand in place.
During our initial walking assessments in 2011, it was noted that the Souris Causeway was visible
from most points walking along the beach. Walking assessments this spring revealed the causeway
is no longer visible from many areas along the beach, as the dunes now obscure this vantage point.
To monitor the sand accumulation, photographic records have been kept to document the changes.
The fences on the west end of the beach have shown the most progress with as little as 18 inches
remaining unburied. The fences themselves are four feet tall and many are fitted with yard sticks to
measure accumulation rates.

2014 A section of the same fence
photographed three years later. Only 18
inches of the fence remains unburied.

We encourage you to walk the beach and have a look for yourself. We are very pleased with the
results from this simple, cost effective project which simply plays upon naturally occurring
processes.
Fred Cheverie toured the Souris beach site with representatives from the University of Prince
Edward Island’s Climate Research Lab to explore the possibility of using this technique in other
areas of PEI to combat coastal erosion.

“On the road with CLIVE: PEIs coastal erosion visualization tool”
July 9th, 2014 – St. Mary’s Parish Hall, Souris at 7:00 pm
Dr. Adam Fenech, director of UPEI’s Climate Research Lab, will tour Prince Edward Island communities this July to give demonstrations of the Coastal
Impacts Visualization Environment tool, better known as CLIVE. Dr. Fenech will lead discussions about coastal erosion and sea-level rise, and the risk
to homes, cottages, roads, and communities.
CLIVE allows users to manipulate a 3-D map of Prince Edward Island with a video game controller. It simulates erosion and sea-level rise over the next
90 years, and shows their impact on Prince Edward Island infrastructure.
Attendees will be encouraged to share ideas about how we might best adapt to these conditions, and through CLIVE, view local areas that may be
affected.
Each session begins at 7pm and will run for approximately one hour. Drinks and light snacks will be provided.
The events are sponsored by the PEI Department of Environment, Labour, and Justice, and by the Climate Research Lab at the University of Prince
Edward Island.
For more information, visit upei.ca/climate.
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DON’T YE KNOW THEATRE
Don’t Ye Know Theatre Inc. is housed at the Eastern Kings Community Center. Its membership includes any person interested in its objectives: to create
opportunities for anyone to develop theatre skills while bringing enjoyable theatrical experience to the community; provide quality entertainment
through theatre productions; and showcase local talent. This summer, Don’t Ye Know Theatre Inc. will be presenting 6-weekly performances of “The
End of The Line” in collaboration with PEI 2014 and PEI Museum Heritage.
“The End of the Line” is a story about the young, inquisitive, twenty-first century girl, Olivia and the local Railway Cat, Mira, and their intriguing trip
through the history of the Elmira Railway Station. The play tells about the excitement the train brought to the area when it arrived in the village of
Elmira and how it connected one of the most eastern rural parts of PEI to the rest of Canada. The play also shows the rises and the falls of this area and
the development of the Elmira Railway Museum, which now keeps the history alive for future generations. The trip through history takes the pair form
the stations fanfare opening in 1912 through the stations transition to the heritage museum. Each scene depicts a particular decade of history relating
the folklore stories of the community. “The End of the Line” is written and directed by Susan Hammond-Bruce with music scored & recorded by Max
Keenlyside. The show plays at the Eastern Kings Community Center located at 85 Munns Road, off Route 16, 17 km east of Souris, every Thursday from
July 17th to August 21st at 8:00pm. Cost of admission, which includes ice cream with strawberries, is $15.00 per adult and $7.00 per child. Tickets can be
purchased at the door or at the Elmira Railway Museum by phone at (902) 357-7234 or in person.
In addition to the main shows, Don’t Ye Know Theatre will present two puppet shows; one at the Elmira railway Museum on Tuesdays, July 15th,22nd &
29th, August 5th, 12th & 19th; the second show is at East Point Lighthouse on Fridays, July 18th & 25th, August 1st, 8th, 15th & 22nd. The shows begin at
1:00pm, 2:00pm and 3:00pm.
Don’t Ye Know Theatre cast members will also participate in Canada Day Celebrations at the Elmira Railway Museum from 10:00am – 1:00 pm, the
Strawberry Social on July 27th at the Elmira Railway Museum from 2:00pm – 4:00pm, and “A Traditional 1864 Picnic” on August 4th at 2:00pm at the
Eastern Kings Community Center.

Photo: Tourism PEI

PEI 2014 Fund: Eco-tours
BIKE ADVENTURE
Experience natural PEI as your cycle through woodlands, wetlands and
agricultural areas. Enjoy idyllic views while on the lookout for wildlife such
as grouse, trout, pheasants, osprey and foxes. An artesian well and a
renowned spring, “Fountain Head”, will be explored along the way.
Pedaling along 10 km of old railroad tracks, you’ll experience firsthand the
significance of the railway in the history of Eastern Kings County. As an
added bonus, you’ll see shining examples of conservation efforts by our
organization such as the Brook Trout Nursery.
Schedule: Tuesdays & Thursdays at 9:30 am. Meet at the Souris Striders
Ski Lodge at 3358 Souris Line Road
Duration: 2.5 hours

TOURS ARE FREE! (Donations accepted)

Reservations: Space is limited. Call (902)687-4115 or email
sourisareawildlife@gmail.com to reserve your spot
Bikes and helmets are provided or use your own!

For more information on bookings, cancellations or updates visit
www. souriswl.com, find us on Facebook at “Souris & Area Branch of
the PEI Wildlife Federation” or call (902) 687-4115

DISCOVER BASIN HEAD
Discover what has attracted people to Basin Head for thousands of years!
Basin Head rounded out Canadian travel website vacay.ca’s “Top 10 Canadian Beach List” being dubbed
number one, but there is so much more to Basin Head than sand and waves. Experience Basin Head’s
unique sand dune, beach and lagoon ecosystems and learn why it was designated as one of Canada’s
Marine Protected Areas. Explore the area’s rich Maritime history and try your hand at fishing as you pull a
seine net to explore the unique marine creatures. Expect to catch lots of fish, shrimp and crabs, and if
you’re lucky you may even catch an eel.
Schedule: Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays at 9:30am. Meet at the Basin Head Fisheries Museum
Duration: ~2 hours
Reservation: Reservation are not required, however if you have a large group please call ahead
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Atlantic Salmon Conservation Projects
Th

We are fortunate to further two partnerships with key funders in promoting the sustainability of wild Atlantic salmon with our management area.
Local Atlantic salmon populations are part of the Gaspe-Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence populations which are listed as a species of “special
concern”. This indicates a protective status and management action to prevent them from becoming endangered or extinct.
We are entering the final year of two multi-year agreements for projects with funding provided by the Atlantic Salmon Conservation Foundation
(ASCF) and the Department of Fisheries & Oceans (DFO) Recreational Conservation Partnerships Program (RFCPP). The ASCF provides funding to
community based organizations to enhance partnerships in the conservation of wild Atlantic salmon and its habitat, at the watershed level, in
Atlantic Canada and Quebec. This fund was established through a onetime grant of $30 million from the Government of Canada. The interested
generated from the investment of this grant is used to support such projects. The RFCPP is a new funding program announced by DFO in 2013 to
align with the Government of Canada’s conservation plan to better protect Canada’s fisheries as per the Fisheries Act. Funding is provided to
restore, rebuild and rehabilitate recreational fisheries habitat with the long term goal of enhancing the sustainability and ongoing productivity of
recreational fisheries.
Securing such funding is critical to meet one of our branch goals; to establish North Eastern Kings County as the “Sports Fishing Capital” of Prince
Edward Island. With four of our Atlantic salmon rivers exceeding conservation requirements and many boasting sustainable annual runs, we are
lobbying for the opening of a regulated, mandatory catch and release Atlantic salmon angling season from September 16-October 31 in sections of
our Atlantic salmon rivers. Projects funded by these partners will help to ensure our populations remain healthy and are not adversely affected by
angling practices. In order to have sustainable populations, we must have proper habitat. Consistent habitat restoration projects over the past few
years, such as the removal of blockages & beaver dams, alder trimming, installation of gabions & digger logs and brush matting, to name a few,
have contributed to the creation of favorable habitat. Many areas of the main branches and key tributaries have connectivity restored and cobble
bottom once covered by silt has reappeared.
A long term objective of these projects is to expand the geographic range of Atlantic salmon to additional watersheds. Many watersheds lost their
populations before 2002, for a host of reasons, but most notably the activity of beavers. With rehabilitation through yearly habitat enhancement
since the mid 2000’s, many of the degraded watersheds once again have proper habitat to sustain stocks. Watersheds such as Hay River, Cow
River, and Bear River underwent rigorous enhancement work as of recent years, and we are noting exponential increases of fish returning to
spawn. To aid in strengthening the stocks in these newly restored rivers, we live transferred 435 parr from North Lake Creek to Hay River in 2012,
with funding from ASCF. A similar transfer was planned to Cow River for 2013 but this was not necessary as indicated by successful spawning
surveys. We expect these parr will return as mature fish to this watershed in a few years and we look forward to monitoring this through spawning
and electro fishing surveys. They should be easily identifiable as they were fin clipped.
Another major project undertaken, with funding provided by the RFCPP, was the installation of two wooden gabions in the upper estuary of North
Lake Creek to mitigate problems associated with the widening and shallowing of the channel. This area serves as an outlet to the sea as many
smolts pass through to begin their salt water life phase. The installation of these gabions, in addition to the existing 19 which were installed in the
1980’s, should alleviate this problem and provide a deepened, fast flowing channel along this migratory route, as well as provide slow flowing
refuge areas for rest and predator evasion.
Without the commitment of funding provided by partners such as these, we may have lost Atlantic salmon in many of our watersheds. It is
imperative that each year, these rivers are reopened to ensure connectivity to facilitate the anadramous life cycle of the Atlantic salmon. Their
return has served as a testament to the persistent effort by our field staff in habitat enhancement made possible by these funders.
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Annual Fundraising Lobster Dinner: August 10, 2014
Save the date! On Sunday, August 10, 2014, we will hold our “Lobster Fundraising Dinner” at the Eastern Kings Sportsplex, Souris. Planning is
underway for an even bigger and better event this summer as we celebrate our 60th anniversary. Join us to celebrate this great milestone and relive
some of the history of our organization within the community.
Last year’s dinner proved highly successful and we look forward to serving another high quality meal, capturing local flavors using as much local, in
season product as possible. Homemade potato salad, fresh rolls, and vegetables will round off your plate completed with shelled lobster meat. Hors
d’eouvres, smoked fish, homemade seafood chowder, and dessert will also be served.
We have collected our live lobster to be cooked and shelled to serve as the main course. We express many thanks to the fishers at North Lake, Naufrage
& Souris Harbors for your generous donations. As well, a thank you to the buyers on the wharves for your assistance in coordinating the collection.
Without the contributions from our fishers, this event would not be possible.
Don’t miss this opportunity to enjoy a traditional lobster supper while celebrating this great milestone. Be sure to visit our website and Facebook page
for further details regarding ticket sales, events, volunteer opportunities and much more.

Interested in becoming a member of the Souris & Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation?
2014 Memberships are available!
There are many benefits of becoming a member:






Participate, free of charge, in Souris & Area Wildlife activities
Be the first to know about unique volunteer opportunities and environmental projects in the local area
Receive electronic, color copies of “Souris & Area Watershed News”
Voting privileges on resolutions at annual meetings
Enhance and preserve the community in north eastern Kings County through community support and
involvement
Membership fees are $10
Cash or cheque payable to “Souris & Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation”
Your 2014 membership card will follow in the mail.

To purchase your 2014 membership:




Call us at (902) 687-4115
Email us at sourisareawildlife@gmail.com
Fill out the form and mail it along with your membership fee

If you are interested in making a donation above and beyond your membership fee, please ensure cheques are
made payable to the “PEI Wildlife Federation” in order to receive an official tax receipt.
Name: __________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________
________________________________________

Payment
Please check one or both:
□ Membership ($10)

City/Province: ___________________________________

□ Donation

Postal Code: ____________________________________

Amount enclosed: $ _________

Telephone: ______________________________________
Email: __________________________________________

(Note: An official tax receipt can only be issued for the donation
amount and will not include the $10 membership fee)
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2014 Habitat & Riparian Enhancement Projects
Stream habitat enhancement is the anchor activity for summer field staff to ensure there is healthy
habitat to sustain our native fish populations. Each year, countless hours are spent completing a wide
range of habitat enhancement projects, such as the installation of gabions and digger logs, removal of
natural, manmade and beaver blockages, and brush matting to mitigate silt and erosion problems, to
name a few.
Permitting allows for in stream work to form June 1st – September 30th. With one of the largest
watershed management areas in the province, we strive to enhance at least 100 km of stream habitat
annually. This is very labour intensive work but with a persistent work ethic displayed by our field
staff, these efforts have proved successful, marked most notably by the return on Atlantic salmon to
many of our watersheds.
A natural digger log near Pensioner’s Road in
Priest Pond Creek

This spring, we planted approximately 1000 native trees and shrubs in riparian areas to increase
biodiversity, add habitat, and aid in soil integrity. Having healthy riparian zones helps to ensure there
is healthy in stream habitat. These areas act as buffers zones, filtering contaminants and soil, before
they enter the streams. The implementation of a 60 meter buffer zone, above and beyond the
legislated 15 meter buffer zone on PEI, by the Eastern Kings Community Council in North Lake Creek,
Priest Pond Creek & East Lake Creek, helps to further protect these sensitive areas to ensure their
pristine nature is kept.
To date, we have worked in the North Lake Creek, Priest Pond Creek, Hay River & Souris River
watersheds. With so many watersheds, we must prioritize which we work in first, with higher priority
given to the Atlantic salmon rivers. Based on our fall spawning surveys, we can easily identify areas
were spawning occurred to ensure there is adequate spawning habitat for the coming fall, as well as
gaps in spawning, where we could enhance areas to promote spawning. The main branches and
important tributaries must be enhanced year after year as Mother Nature changes the natural course
of these streams through erosion, spring flooding, climate change and natural processes.
It appears that in both North Lake Creek and Priest Pond Creek many blow downs over the winter
occurred with fallen trees and debris blocking the stream channel. Along with alder trimming, these
woody blockages have been removed. Our staff noted that the habitat in the stream bed in Priest
Pond Creek is much better than in previous years. Areas which were once covered with silt are
showing rocky, cobble bottom. Persistent work over the past few years continue to prove effective in
opening new areas which allows water to flow and remove silt from the bottom to expose the cobble.

Before (top) and after (below) the removal of a
blow down in the East Baltic area of the North
Lake Creek

This summer proves to be another busy one with many projects planned. Habitat enhancement
projects will continue in at least 12 watersheds. Beaver activity will be closely monitored with
nuisance beavers removed in accordance to our beaver management plans. We also plan to make the
necessary repairs to the salt marsh at Gowan Brae as winter ice scouring tore out some large sections
of the brush matt. Extensive electro fishing surveys will be completed to explore the class structure of
our fish populations and hopefully conclusively prove the return of Atlantic salmon to Souris River and
Fortune River. The possibility of installing silt traps in areas prone to siltation will be explored but this
is a very expensive endeavour.
Over the winter, with more ice in the estuary than in the past few years coupled with a winter storm
with winds speeds recorded at 117 km/h, the eagle perches in Souris River were slightly uprooted. It
was anticipated that our newly designed gabion bases would have withstood these forces. The spring,
in accordance to permits obtained by the PEI Department of Environment, Labour & Justice, the
perches were realigned by Chapman Brothers Construction who volunteered their services. A 52 ton
excavator was used to stabilize the perch as the mussel anchors were removed using a cut-off saw.
The excavator then re secured and lowered the perches back into place. We extended a thank you to
Chapman Brothers Construction for their assistance as this endeavour would have been very costly
and not possible without the use of this large equipment.
Eagle perches are proving very popular in our community. The coastlines of the north shore, in
particular, are alive with Bald eagles with upwards of twenty birds seen gathering at once. Last fall, in
partnership with Naufrage Harbour Authority and as requested by local residents, two wooden
perches were erected at Naufrage harbour. This spring, in partnership with the North Lake Harbour
Authority, a wooden perch was erected at the North Lake harbour. We anticipate these perches will
be well used as rest stops and hunting and scouring areas for these birds. .

The new wooden eagle perch erected at North
Lake Harbor
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President’s Comments: Brian MacDonald
Long- time residents of PEI are very familiar with the eroding of our coastlines and its acceleration in recent years. A lack of sea ice in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence and Northumberland Strait, combined with intense storms in early winter have made this situation much worse. Most residents used to
measure erosion rates in “feet per year” lost which seems to have increased to “meters per year” in the last decade.
With the University of Prince Edward Island having a Climate Research Lab, led by Dr. Adam Fenech, they have the ability to project the effects of sea
level rise and storm surge effects with the use of 3D technology, over the next 10, 20, 30 or more years. This is an important tool for property owners to
plan accordingly as projections can be made for individual properties.
I would encourage all property owners to attend a public presentation at St. Mary’s Hall at 7:00pm on Wednesday July 9th to hear Dr. Fenech present his
findings on ”Climate Change and Coastal Impacts.” Dr. Fench is a wealth of knowledge so do no miss this wonderful opportunity to see how climate
change will affect you and your community over the coming decades.

Watershed Coordinators Comments: Fred Cheverie
Each year our office receives reports of sightings of unusual birds appearing in the greater Souris area. I
always find these calls exceptionally interesting, especially if the sightings are accompanied by a
photograph. We have a close relationship with experts from the PEI Birders Association that are more
than willing to assist with identification.
At times, we get unusual sightings in our area such as an American White Pelican at Black Pond and
Diligent Pond in 2012 & 2013, respectively. With the advancement of digital cameras, photographers are
becoming more interested in identification as they photograph these birds. In fact “birding” is becoming
one of the fastest growing leisure activities in North America.

Sandhill Crane photographed by Judy MacDonald at
East Point

This year, our most unusual visitor was a “Sandhill Crane” in the Campbell’s Cove area and more recently
in the East Lake/East Point area. This bird was first reported by Souris resident Joanne Dunphy who
captured a photo.
Photographers and birders traveled from across the Island to get a picture of this bird whose habitat is
more suited to western Canada and regularly hunted within the Prairie Provinces. I personally find this
unusual as sightings of a Sandhill Crane each year has been reported rather regularly by MacDonald
Farms at East Point over the past decade. It was nice to finally get a clear picture to help positively
identify this bird.
These birds usually exist in pairs, so I’m hoping that we get a sighting and/or a picture of a pair.

Sandhill Crane photographed by Joanne Dunphy at
Campbell’s Cove

About Us
The Souris & Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation is a non-profit, environmental organization, dedicated to the conservation, protection and
enhancement of watersheds in north eastern Kings County. Our management accounts for approximately 62, 000 hectares representing about 12% of PEI,
including 24 individual watersheds.
The goals of our organizations include:
1.

To establish North Eastern Kings County as the “Sports Fishing Capital” of Prince Edward Island

2.

The management of natural resources and enhancement of fish, wildlife and their habitat through watershed planning, protection and restoration
initiatives

3.

To become the model watershed group on Prince Edward Island

4.

To bring unprecedented environmental awareness to our stakeholders to create a more informed general public capable of eliciting progressive
environmental action

5.

To promote our management area as one of the most pristine natural areas in Prince Edward Island through eco-tourism ventures to attract
visitors to the local area

Contact Information
Mailing Address: PO Box 692 – Souris, PEI – C0A 2B0
Telephone: (902) 687-4115
Email: sourisareawildlife@gmail.com
Website: www.souriswl.com
Facebook: Souris & Area Branch of the PEI Wildlife Federation

